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Our Goals
• Identify the building blocks of early literacy development and 

explore how to nurture the early literacy skills that lay the 
foundations for student success
• Learn the strategies used to support literacy in and out of school 

with the vision of building a comprehensive literacy community
• Discuss the E3 Literacy Framework development and 

implementation to highlight best practices and lessons learned



HB3 Represents an Unprecedented 
Investment in Public Education
• Supports teachers and rewards teacher excellence

• Focuses on learning and improving student outcomes

• Ensures equitable and increased funding

• Reduces and reforms property taxes and recapture



Children not reading proficiently by the end of 3rd grade drop 
out at a rate four times greater than proficient readers.

• Full-day Pre-K funding for eligible students

• Districts set 5-year goals, disaggregated by race and income, for 3rd grade reading 
and math and annually share progress

• Optional funding to extend school year by 30 days to reduce “summer slide” for all 
PK-5th grade students

• Increased dual language funding to incentivize implementation of a best practice 
and reduce classroom segregation

• Funding to support students with dyslexia

• Increased supports in K-3 literacy through literacy academies and placing 
“effective teachers” in K-2 classrooms



Readiness Domains



Kindergarten Readiness Status Predictor



Kindergarten Readiness by Income

Source: E3 Alliance Analysis of Ready, Set, K! weighted data



Discipline Rates: Income & Gender



Early Predictors of Student Success
• Literacy 
• Analytical Thinking
• Verbal Development

"Having a book-filled home is a statistically significant factor in 
predicting how well a child will perform later in school."



Building a Community 
Supporting Literacy 

for All
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Regional Needs
• E3 Alliance shared critical data with regional superintendents on the 3rd 

grade reading passing rates of students from low-income households by 
campus, which showed that many campuses with the same student 
percentage experienced very different passing rates.
• Disparities indicated differences not only in teacher preparation but in 

campus support systems and leadership.
• These facts, along with the state literacy achievement academy push, 

demands a cohesive, whole literacy framework for districts and 
campuses supported with components of instructional leadership, 
teacher effectiveness, community engagement, and school climate.



E3 Commitment
• Recognized the need to think more broadly of what constitutes a successful foundation for 

strong literacy, not only including teacher training but also campus systems that support 
literacy.

• Convened literacy experts from both regional district partners and external partners.

• Launched a Literacy Framework that represents a groundbreaking opportunity to develop and 
implement a truly holistic, multicultural, academically prepared literacy tool for all schools and 
student populations, a necessary step to ensure a competitive Central Texas workforce for a 
21st century global economy.



Literacy Framework 
Leadership

Indicators include criteria, such as developing plans for professional learning, leading and maintaining a 
multitiered approach to differentiating literacy instruction, using assessment data, connecting families and 
communities, implementing a coaching model, guiding instructional improvement efforts, and establishing 
systems for reporting and accountability.

Instructional Framework

The focus is on criteria and multitiered supports to ensure that the system results in all students meeting grade-
level expectations or beyond in reading.

Standards-Focused Instruction

Indicators target the key elements of effective literacy instruction relative to the standards and on the need for 
evidence-based reading and writing instruction, vocabulary development, and disciplinary literacy.



Literacy Framework Implementation
• Roll out September-October 

2020
• Invited 5 elementary campuses 

to implement the Literacy 
Framework
• January 2021-May 2021

• Professional learning sessions
• Individualized coaching
• On-going support
• Provided meaningful feedback 

on the framework and 
professional learning
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Once social change begins, it cannot be reversed. You 
cannot un-educate the person who has learned to read. 
You cannot humiliate the person who feels pride. You 
cannot oppress the people who are not afraid anymore.

Cesar Chavez


